Consecrated Ground and
the Gettysburg Triangle
by Jeremy James

There is little awareness today of the importance of obelisks in Freemasonry. These
idolatrous objects are not isolated or independent structures but constituent elements
in a huge esoteric network that spans the continents.
Even Freemasons themselves – the lower 95% – do not seem to understand that the
obelisks erected here and there across the United States are laid out in accordance
with a preordained plan. There was nothing haphazard about the way their locations
were selected. As we explained in our previous paper (The Continental Obelisk Grid
and the Babylonian Elite who Control the United States) these massive stone idols
form an elaborate grid or network which has been constructed in accordance with the
principles of the Babylonian religion – the core doctrines of which are promulgated
via Freemasonry, Theosophy, Kabala, and Rosicrucianism.
The ingenious but deceitful minds that manufactured the myth of the 'globe earth,'
spinning on its axis in the dark depths of empty space, did so for the specific purpose
of undermining mankind's trust in the veracity of the Bible, the very Word of God. In
this they were largely successful. However, the fiction of a 'globe earth' had another
advantage. It allowed the alignment of esoteric structures on the earth's flat surface to
be disguised. It also distorted the relative size of countries and continents. Most maps
of the world, for example, depict the continent of Africa as a landmass roughly equal
in size to the United States and Canada, when in reality it is far bigger. From the maps
overleaf we can see that Africa exceeds the landmass of the US, China, India, and
Europe combined!
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This kind of distortion makes it virtually impossible to detect, by sight, the alignment
of places that are geographically far apart. For example, the map below, which is in
common usage, locates Chalmette, Louisiana, far above the line connecting Miami
and the town of Independence in California:

However, if we compare the actual distances between these three locations we find
that the three are in alignment. This is shown on the Azimuthal Equidistant Projection
overleaf, which is somewhat closer to the Flat Earth model:
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Notice how Chalmette is now on the line
connecting the other two locations.

The map above shows two lines each consisting of three major obelisks in true
alignment – the calculations are set out in the boxes below. The alignment of the
Flagler Obelisk in Miami with the obelisks in Connecticut and Massachusetts would
also be obscured on a spherical earth projection.
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Manzanar – Chalmette – Flagler
2,355 miles

a

Manzanar – Chalmette

8,914,200 ft

b

Chalmette – Flagler

3,518,860 ft

c

Manzanar – Flagler

12,433,060 ft

Verdict [a+b=c]

straight line
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= 12,433,060

Flagler – Griswold – Concord
1,253 miles

a

Flagler – Griswold

6,169,360 ft

b

Griswold – Concord

449,385 ft

c

Flagler – Concord

6,618,745 ft

Verdict [a+b=c]

straight line
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= 6,618,745

The Gettysburg Triangle
From our analysis of the Continental Obelisk Grid we know that there are over fifty
such alignments across the United States comprising obelisks of significant size. If
smaller obelisks, generally less than 20ft in height, are taken into account, the number
is almost certainly far greater.
Among these fifty or so we have identified three lines with, not three, but four
obelisks in alignment. In Babylonian terms, these must have a special significance. If
we draw them on a map we find that they define a right-angled triangle over
Gettysburg and the surrounding countryside – see map below:

See table overleaf showing the constituent obelisks in each of the 3 lines.
The actual calculations proving the alignments may be found in Appendix A.

Exodus 12:12
"For I will pass through the land of Egypt this night, and will smite all
the firstborn in the land of Egypt, both man and beast; and against all
the gods of Egypt I will execute judgment: I am the LORD."
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Obelisks in
Line A
1. Obelisk, Dealey Plaza,
Dallas,
TX.

Obelisks in
Line B
5. Pioneers Obelisk,
Montreal,
Canada.

2. Jefferson Davis
6. Mary Washington
Monument, Historic Park,
Monument,
KY.
Fredericksburg, VA.

Obelisks in
Line C
9. McKinley Monument,
Buffalo,
NY.
10. Obelisk at University
of Pennsylvania,
State College, PA.

3. Union Monument,
Perryville Battlefield,
KY.

7. World War II Memorial, 11. Washington Monument,
Capitol, Raleigh,
Washington,
NC.
DC.

4. Cleopatra's Needle,
Central Park, New York
City, NY.

8. Washington Light
Infantry Monument,
Charleston, SC.

12. Santo Domingo
– see map below.

It may seem incongruous to include obelisks situated in other countries, in this case
Canada and the Dominican Republic, but in the Babylonian philosophy Baal owns
everything. National boundary lines are irrelevant. As we intimated in our opening
remarks, the obelisk grid that extends across North America is probably connected to
a worldwide network of obelisks, all erected – largely under British supervision – in
honor of Baal.

Few maps reveal this alignment since their curved earth
projection distorts to some degree the physical reality.
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The 12 obelisks in question are listed below, showing both the year they were erected
and their respective heights in feet. The set includes some of the tallest obelisks in the
world, as well as an original obelisk used by the priests of Baal/Osiris in ancient
Egypt. [Photos of each are shown overleaf.]

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Obelisk
Washington Monument
Jefferson Davis
Santo Domingo
Buffalo
Central Park
Fredericksburg
Charleston
Montreal
Raleigh
State College, PA
Dallas
Perryville

Height (ft)
555
351
137
96
69
50
42
41
40
33
25
18

Year
1884
1924
1937
1907
Egyptian
1894
1891
1894
1990
1896
1940
1928

The lengths of the three lines contributing to the formation of the Gettysburg Triangle
are, respectively, 941 miles (Montreal to Charleston), 1376 miles (Dallas to New
York), and 1762 miles (Buffalo to Santo Domingo), giving a total of 4079 miles.
The lengths of the 3 sides of the Gettysburg Triangle are, respectively, 277,512ft,
337,772ft, and 435,243ft. This gives an angle of almost exactly 90 degrees. In fact, if
we make a modest correction to these figures of plus/minus 800ft, the angle at the
Gettysburg 'corner' is precisely 90 degrees (Given the total length of the contributing
lines, over four thousand miles, such a correction would seem admissable).
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What is the significance of the Gettysburg Triangle?
To understand the significance of the Gettysburg Triangle, we need to consider the
importance of the triangle in Freemasonry. Triangles in general have a mystical
significance in Masonic philosophy, but right-angled and equilateral triangles are
especially revered. As Mackey, the famous Masonic authority, says:
"There is no symbol more important in its signification, more various in its
application, or more generally diffused throughout the whole system of
Freemasonry, than the triangle." – Albert Mackey, Encyclopedia of
Freemasonry
In another work he reveals the particular importance of triangles – the triadic delta –
to initiates of the Higher Degrees:
"In the higher degrees of Masonry, the triangle is the most important of all
symbols, and most generally assumes the name of the Delta, in allusion to
the fourth letter of the Greek alphabet, which is of the same form and
bears that appellation." – Albert Mackey, Symbolism of Freemasonry
Albert Pike, another Masonic authority, explains how the triangle is seen as a symbol
of deity, albeit the deity of Freemasonry known as The Great Architect:
"…three lines form, by their conjunction, the triangle, or the first figure
regularly perfect; and this is why it has served and still serves to
characterize The Eternal; Who, infinitely perfect in His nature, is, as
Universal Creator, the first Being, and consequently the first Perfection." –
Albert Pike, Morals and Dogma
Manly Hall takes this a little further when he says:
"The sacredness of the triad and its symbol – the triangle – is derived from
the fact that it is made up of the monad and the duad. The monad is the
symbol of the Divine Father and the duad of the Great Mother. The triad
being made of these two is therefore androgynous and is symbolic of the
fact that God gave birth to His worlds out of Himself, who in His creative
aspect is always symbolized by the triangle." – Manly Hall, Secret
Teachings of All Ages
This is all Babylonian to the core. The 'Divine Father' and the 'Great Mother' combine
and, through their androgynous union, produce the whole of creation.
Finally, Mackey gives the complete picture when he says:
"[The right-angled triangle] was, with the Egyptians, the symbol of
universal nature, the base representing Osiris, or the male principle; the
perpendicular, Isis, or the female principle; and the hypotenuse, Horus,
their son, or the produce of the two principles..." – Albert Mackey,
Encyclopedia of Freemasonry
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Obelisks forming the Gettysburg Triangle

A

B

C
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This is Freemasonry in a nutshell, the secret worship of Isis, Osiris and Horus. The
Egyptian goddess Isis was known in ancient Babylon as the goddess Semiramis,
whose principal symbol was the dove. The Latin for 'dove' is 'columba,' and so
Columba or Columbia are simply code-words for the goddess. Washington DC is
located in the District of Columbia, the zone dedicated to Isis. The French Masons,
who know her as 'Liberty,' presented a gigantic idol in her honor to the city of New
York, which was dedicated in 1886. Today she stands with her Illuminati flame
upheld, 'guarding' entry to the country that the Elite are using to create a New World
Order.

Approximate location of the Gettysburg Triangle
in relation to the Gettysburg Campaign.
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The Illuminati want all of their most important events to fit the ancient Babylonian
pattern, including the special dates and times indicated by astrology. They also like to
mark all such occasions with an offering to Isis, such as the corn, wine and oil
offerings made by Freemasons. The greatest offering of all – human sacrifice – is
used to consecrate events of critical importance.
"The Battle of Gettysburg was fought July 1–3, 1863, in and around the town
of Gettysburg, Pennsylvania, by Union and Confederate forces during the
American Civil War. The battle involved the largest number of casualties of the
entire war [nearly 8,000 killed outright] and is often described as the war's
turning point." - Wikipedia

The Battle of Gettysburg was such an event. As the Wikipedia article says, it caused
the largest number of fatalities during the Civil War – nearly 8,000 killed outright in
only three days – and marked the turning point in the war. The fields of Gettysburg
were consecrated in the blood of thousands of innocent men, tricked into fighting a
war which the Elite themselves had cleverly contrived.

The Civil War was a Planned Event
The Civil War was a planned event. The Illuminati wanted to 'blood' the nation and
acquaint her citizens with the reality of war. In many respects it was like the hazing
that new recruits receive in the army, where a cynical regime of abuse renders them
insensitive to the suffering of others. The victim becomes more willing to carry out
orders, without questioning their moral basis. This would be essential in the decades
ahead as the US intervened more and more in the affairs of other nations and worked
with their European counterparts to bring about a New World Order.
Their strategy certainly got results. For example, when the US invaded the
Philippines in 1899 and killed more than 200,000 innocent civilians, the American
people hardly noticed. According to Wikipedia, in November 1901 the Manila
correspondent of the Philadelphia Ledger wrote: "The present war is no bloodless,
opera bouffe engagement; our men have been relentless, have killed to exterminate
men, women, children, prisoners and captives, active insurgents and suspected people
from lads of ten up, the idea prevailing that the Filipino as such was little better than a
dog..." The US even herded nearly 300,000 innocent civilians into concentration
camps, where thousands died of hunger, maltreatment, and insanitary conditions.

Isaiah 28:15-16
"Because ye have said, We have made a covenant with death, and with hell
are we at agreement; when the overflowing scourge shall pass through, it
shall not come unto us: for we have made lies our refuge, and under
falsehood have we hid ourselves: Therefore thus saith the Lord GOD,
Behold, I lay in Zion for a foundation a stone, a tried stone, a precious
corner stone, a sure foundation: he that believeth shall not make haste."
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150 Union Generals give the Masonic 'hidden hand' sign.
- see details in Appendix B -
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The Illuminati also wanted to increase the power of central government, to the point
where federal authority would never again be seriously contested. They wanted all
power – both political and military – concentrated in Washington DC, the district of
Columbia. Civil War is the standard Illuminati way of doing this. Fellow Freemasons
in the south were likely instructed to press for secession and trick local leaders into
believing that all kinds of potential benefits could be had if they declared
independence. The military prowess of the south was greatly exaggerated and military
aid was promised from abroad. So the farmers of the south attacked the industrialists
of the north, not realizing that they had not the slightest hope of victory. The north
was vastly more powerful in every way. The French Freemasons were not seriously
intending to support the south at all but, by inducing her leaders to lean on empty
promises, to draw them into a conflict that could only end in catastrophe.
Lincoln's principal general, McClellan, deliberately allowed the war to drag on, thus
convincing the south that it was worth their while to fight to the finish. The north
could have dealt a hammer blow to the south on numerous occasions, but held back.
The trauma of war had to be prolonged, and as much blood shed as possible.
Christians had been tricked into killing fellow Christians, and Americans into killing
fellow Americans. This is how the real Enemy makes his way into the soul of a
nation.

Suspension of Habeas Corpus
The Illuminati even got the chance to play their trump card, though largely for
symbolic purposes. In 1862, on his own authority and without the formal approval of
Congress, Lincoln – who was probably a Rosicrucian – suspended the right of habeas
corpus across the entire country. The right of habeas corpus is the ultimate human
right, under which the individual is presumed to be innocent of any crime until
proven guilty in a duly constituted court of law. By suspending this right, the state
grants itself the power to arrest and detain anyone for an indefinite period without
trial. Victims may even be 'interrogated'. Thus, by suspending the right of habeas
corpus across the entire country, and by doing so on his own authority, Lincoln was
giving himself absolute power. This is exactly what they intend to do at some point in
the future, when America itself will undergo traumatic change as a necessary prelude
to the formal implementation of the New World Order.
Finally, when enough pain and suffering had been inflicted, and countless deaths by
bloodshed caused on the field of battle, Lincoln sent the psychopath Sherman to
annihilate the opposition. The lesson had to be hammered home – Washington rules.
The Masonic generals on both sides made sure the war followed the course dictated
by their superiors. Even though many of them probably believed they were fighting
for a noble cause, they were simply pawns in a game they didn't understand. They
didn't see that the war they were prosecuting had been secretly engineered by the
Hidden Hand. Through this awful catastrophe (for the south), a Great Plan was being
pursued. Lincoln said as much in his Gettysburg Address:
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Lincoln's Gettysburg Address – 19 Dovember, 1863
Four score and seven years ago our fathers brought forth on this
continent, a new nation, conceived in Liberty, and dedicated to the
proposition that all men are created equal.
Now we are engaged in a great civil war, testing whether that
nation, or any nation so conceived and so dedicated, can long
endure. We are met on a great battle-field of that war. We have
come to dedicate a portion of that field, as a final resting place for
those who here gave their lives that that nation might live. It is
altogether fitting and proper that we should do this.
But, in a larger sense, we can not dedicate – we can not consecrate
– we can not hallow – this ground. The brave men, living and
dead, who struggled here, have consecrated it, far above our poor
power to add or detract. The world will little note, nor long
remember what we say here, but it can never forget what they did
here. It is for us the living, rather, to be dedicated here to the
unfinished work which they who fought here have thus far so
nobly advanced. It is rather for us to be here dedicated to the great
task remaining before us – that from these honored dead we take
increased devotion to that cause for which they gave the last full
measure of devotion – that we here highly resolve that these dead
shall not have died in vain – that this nation, under God, shall
have a new birth of freedom – and that government of the people,
by the people, for the people, shall not perish from the earth.

Notice some key phrases, straight from the Illuminati handbook:
...a new nation, conceived in Liberty...We have come to dedicate
a portion of that field...who here gave their lives that that nation
might live...The brave men, living and dead, who struggled here,
have consecrated it...dedicated here to the unfinished work which
they who fought here have thus far so nobly advanced...dedicated
to the great task remaining before us...that this nation, under
God, shall have a new birth of freedom...
The "great task" and "unfinished work", while referring ostensibly to the war, were
pointing to the eventual introduction of a New World Order. The field in question is
Gettysburg, but in a larger sense it is America itself. The land had been "consecrated"
in blood for the "great task" that lay ahead.
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CODCLUSIOD
The Gettysburg configuration is unique. It enfolds the consecrated, blood-soaked soil
of the Gettysburg battlefields in a huge right-angled triangle, each line of which is
'powered' by 4 great obelisks. This massive triangle represents the Babylonian Trinity
– Isis, Osiris and Horus. It is doubtful whether a similar Babylonian configuration
exists anywhere else on earth. After all, it includes both the gargantuan Washington
and Jefferson Davis monuments, along with an original Egyptian obelisk, and two of
the largest obelisks in the world, at Santo Domingo and Buffalo.
While there are dozens of alignments of three obelisks across the US, we have only
found three instances where four are aligned – the three that comprise the Gettysburg
Triangle.
We will close by drawing the reader's attention to a fact which never appears in the
history books, a fact which ought to make every American question the official
account of the Civil War. Of the 645 or so Generals in the Union Army, at least 150
were Freemasons. The photos in Appendix B are undeniable evidence of this. What
is more, many of the same Generals posed for other photos in which they did not
make the Masonic 'hidden hand' sign. If so, then they were under no compulsion to
make the sign. It is therefore reasonable to infer that many of the other Generals were
also Freemasons. Indeed, given the audacity shown in these photos, one could fairly
question whether there were more than a few token Christians in the rank of General
in the Union Army.
The entire conduct of the war is easier to understand if one realizes that Jefferson
Davis, the foremost leader of the Confederates, was also a Freemason:

Jefferson Davis and his wife, Varina.
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When Christ returns, he will put an end to all of this, the wicked system of Baal
worship that permeates all nations of the world. It will truly be "the day of the great
slaughter, when the towers fall."

Isaiah 30:25
"And there shall be upon every high mountain, and upon every high
hill, rivers and streams of waters in the day of the great slaughter,
when the towers fall."

___________________
Jeremy James
Ireland
January 27, 2018

For further information visit www.zephaniah.eu

Copyright Jeremy James 2018
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APPEDDIX A
Calculations proving the Alignment of Obelisks
in the Gettysburg Triangle
1

Cleopatra – Perryville – Jefferson Davis – Dallas
1,376 miles

a

Cleopatra – Perryville

b

Perryville – Jefferson Davis

c

Jefferson Davis – Dallas

3,212,292 ft

d

Cleopatra – Dallas

7,268,597 ft

Verdict [a+b+c = d]

straight line

2

3,313,668 ft
742,637 ft

= 7,268,597

Charleston – Raleigh – Mary Wash. – Pioneers (Can.)
941 miles

a

Charleston – Raleigh

1,160,705 ft

b

Raleigh – Mary Washington

980,721 ft

c

Mary Washington – Pioneers

2,829,702 ft

d

Charleston – Pioneers Canada

4,971,128 ft

Verdict [a+b+c = d]

straight line

= 4,971,128

Buffalo – Pennsylvania U. – Washington DC
292 miles

3
a

Buffalo – Pennsylvania Univ.

810,551 ft

b

Pennsylvania U. – Washington DC

732,205 ft

c

Buffalo – Washington DC

1,542,756 ft

Verdict [a+b=c]

straight line

= 1,542,756

Buffalo –Washington DC – Santo Domingo1
3608 miles

3
a

Buffalo – Washington DC

1,542,756 ft

b

Washington DC – Santo Domingo

7,765,343 ft

c

Buffalo – Santo Domingo

9,308,099 ft

Verdict [a+b=c]

straight line

1

Santo Domingo is the capital of the Dominican Republic,
an island nation in the Caribbean. Its enormous obelisk
stands on Avenida George Washington.
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= 9,308,099

APPEDDIX B
Estimates vary but roughly 645 officers attained the rank
of General in the Union Army during the Civil War.
Of these, at least 150 made the Masonic 'hidden hand' sign in their official photos.
Many more Generals may have been Freemasons but did not make the sign.

Admiral
David Farragut

General
Ambrose Burnside

General Charles
Smith Hamilton

General Erasmus
Darwin Keyes

General Henry
Jackson Hunt

General
Henry Halleck

General
General Lawrence
John M Brannan
Pike Graham

General Andrew
A Humphreys

General
Benjamin Brice

General George General George
Armstrong Custer Francis McGinnis

General
J S Marmaduke

General
James G Blunt

General Michael Gen. Montgomery
Corcoran
Meigs
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General
John C Robinson

General George
McClellan

General
John F Reynolds

General Orris
Sanford Ferry

General
William Harrow

General William
S Rosecrans

General William T
Sherman

General Winfield
Scott Hancock

General
John Pope

General
Alfred Sully

General
Ulysses S Grant

General Rutherford
B Hayes

General Walter
Whitaker

General William
Buell Franklin

General John
M Schofield

General
Solomon Meredith

General
Thomas A Davies

General William
Plummer Benton

General Marsena
Rudolph Patrick

Admiral
Daniel Ammen

General
W M Shaw

General Alexander
Sandor Asboth

General
Joseph Bailey

General Edward
Dickinson Baker
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General
Nathan Kimble

General
J A Clernand

Gen. Gouverneur
Kemble Warren

General George
Crockett Strong

General Henry
Alanson Barnum

General
Henry Prince

General
John Parke

General Andrew
Jackson Smith

General William
Burnham Woods

General Edwin
Henry Stoughton

General
Louis Blenker

General Alfred
Thomas Torbert

General Jeremiah
Tilford Boyle

General Jeremiah
Cutler Sullivan

General Samuel
Davis Sturgis

General
John Buford

General
Rufus Saxton

General George
Archibald McCall

General Thornton
General John
F Brodhead
Dunlap Stevenson
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General James
Scott Negley

General John
Haskell King

General
Eugene Asa Carr

General Henry
B Carrington

General Egbert
Ludovicus Viele

General
Israel Vodges

General Isaac
Sparrow Bangs

General Augustus
Louis Chetlain

General Gustave
Paul Cluseret

General
John Cochrane

General Patrick
Edward Connor

General John
Ellis Wool

General
Selden Connor

General James
Henry Van Allen

General
Robert Cowdin

General Thomas
Casimer Devin

General
George Crook

General John
Thomas Croxton

General
Charles Cruft

General George
W Callum
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General Napoleon
Jackson Dana

General Jefferson
Columbus Davis

General George
W Deitzler

General Isaac D
DeRussy

General George Hull
Ward

General
Charles Devens

General Charles
Cleveland Dodge

General Grenville
Mellen Dodge

General
Abner Doubleday

General Francis
Marion Drake

General
George F Shepley

General
Abram Duryee

General William
Dwight Sedgwick

General
James A Ekin

General
Lewis Wallace

General
Charles Griffin

General
Thomas Ewing

General John
F Farnsworth

General
Edgar M Gregory

General Clement
Alexander Finley
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General Horatio
Phillips Van Cleve

General Hugh
Judson Kilpatrick

General
Alfred Gibbs

General Quincy
Adams Gillmore

General
Lorenzo Thomas

General
Gordon Granger

General George
Sears Greene

General Martin
Davis Hardin

General William
Selby Harney

General
John F Hartranft

General William
Babcock Hazen

General Samuel P
Heintzelman

General William H
Lamme Wallace

General Nathaniel
James Jackson

General Hiram
GregoryBerry

General
Gershom Mott

General
Rufus King

General Frederick
West Lander

General George T
Stoneman

General
Thomas Welsh
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General John
Alexander Hogan

General Edwin
Stanton McCook

General George
Gordon Meade

General
Fitz John Porter

General Thomas
Francis Meagher

General George
Henry Thomas

General Ormsby
MacKnight Mitchel

General William
R Montgomery

General James
Adelbert Mulligan

General Henry
Morris Naglee

General John
Morrison Oliver

General Peter
Joseph Osterhaus

General Halbert
Eleazer Paine

General Lewis
Baldwin Parsons

General Alpheus
Starkey Williams

General Robert
Patterson Kennedy

General Calvin
Edward Pratt

General George
Lincoln Prescott

General Joseph
Warren Revere

General
Edmund Rice
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General James
Sidney Robinson

General Galusha
Pennypacker

General David
Allen Russell

General John
Benjamin Sanborn

General James M
Shackleford

General James
Richard Slack

General Adam
Jacoby Slemmer

General Thomas
Kilby Smith

General James Blair
Steedman

General John
Dunlap Stevenson
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